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Abstract

Monte-Carlo computer simulations were used to investigate
the relative importance of the partial dominance model and the
overdominance model for the fitness and the probability of
extinction of small populations.

When 12 loci under partial dominance were combined with 4
loci under overdominance, the effects of partial dominance on
the population fitness were on average undetectable within 25
generations for most values of the selection coefficients.

When the fertility of the population was high, partial
dominance on 12 out of 16 loci increased the probability of
extinction only slightly in the first generations, whereas
overdominance on 4 out of 16 loci increased the probability of
extinction substantial in all generations. When the fertility
was low, partial dominance increased the probability of
extinction in the first generations much more than when the
fertility was high, but the effects of partial dominance did
not exceed the effects of overdominance.

The probability of extinction was higher when the
selection against partially dominant alleles was weak (s=O.2),
than when the selection was strong (s=l).

It seemed that a long period of weak selection, wether
caused by selection against partially dominant alleles or
against overdoniinant alleles, was more harmful to small
populations than a short period of rather strong selection.

If overdominance is present on a few loci in a small
population, its influence on population fitness and extinction
probability may in many cases dominate the influence of

partial dominance on many loci.



Introduction

Due to human activities many originally large plant
populations have declined suddenly in recent decennia. This
happens when for example roads are constructed or land is
taken for agriculture. The plants' habitat is fragmented or
decreased so there is less room left for the plants and small
populations are formed. A small population faces several
problems:

-Demographic stochasticity can result in a strongly
fluctuating population size. This is because of sampling
errors in the number of births and deaths.

-In small populations random processes are more important
than in large populations, which are mainly ruled by
deterministic processes like selection. Therefore allele
frequencies in small populations may change in a different way
than in large populations. This is called genetic drift:
random changes in allele frequencies that occur due to
sampling error, including the loss of alleles (Frankel &
Soulé, 1981). Loss of alleles can result in fixation of other

alleles.
Small populations suffer a loss of genetic variance that

is theoretically l/2N per generation, where N is the number of
individuals in that population. This is 2% per generation for
a population of 25 individuals. Relatively rare alleles, that
contribute little to the genetic variance, have a high
probability of getting lost when the population size is
limited (Frankel & Soulé, 1981). These may be alleles for
disease resistance that are crucial during special
circumstances, but also harmful alleles that are kept in the
population by mutation.

-Individuals in small populations get related, so
inbreeding occurs. As a consequence there will be less
heterozygotes than expected in a large population according to
Hardy-Weinberg proportions.

In inbreeding populations multiple heterozygotes and
multiple homozygotes are more common than would be expected

based on the genotype frequencies (Holsinger, 1988).
Inbreeding as well as fixation of alleles by drift results

in a relative shortage of heterozygotes.
Shortage of heterozygotes might be disadvantageous under

two selection models: (1) when there is heterozygote advantage
(overdominance) and (2) when the heterozygote does not have
maximal fitness, but one of the homozygotes has low fitness
(partial dominance).
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Figure 1, W as a function of allele frequency q Figure 2. Model for iarginal overdoilnance:
on overdoinant locus. sl=O.2, s2=O.3. Selection Averaged over all stages or tissues the

tends to iove allele frequencies to a stable heterozygote is superior to both hoiozygotes.
equilibriuia.(frozi Li, 1955; Spiess, 1989), (Frankel & Soulé, 1981).

The fate of a small population differs dependent on which
model is assumed.

The overdominance model
Overdominance means the heterozygote is selectively

superior to the homozygotes. In a one locus, two allele
situation overdominance can be represented as follows:

genotype AA Aa aa

fitness 1—sl 1 1—s2 O<sl,s2<l
In these formulae sl and s2 are selection coefficients against
the homozygotes.

The equilibrium frequency in case of overdominance is

(a) Si
si+s2

(Wallace, 1981). At the equilibrium the population fitness is

si*s2
si +s2

At this equilibrium the mean fitness of the population, which
is determined as

W=p2 w11+2pqw12 +q2w22

is maximum (figure 1).
One form of overdominance are resistance alleles that

protect the heterozygote against several diseases, but the
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homozygote only against a few. Another form are alleles that
protect heterozygotes against herbicides, but which are lethal

in homozygote condition.
But overdominance can also occur when a certain allele

gives advantage in some processes, whereas the other allele is

advantageous in other processes (see figure 2). This is called

marginal overdominance (Frankel & Soulé, 1981).
Loss of alleles due to drift as well as shortage of

heterozygotes due to inbreeding, which both occur in small

populations, will shift the population fitness to a lower

value.

The partial dominance model
Partial dominance occurs when one of the homozygotes has

the lowest fitness of all genotypes and the heterozygote has

intermediate fitness. For a one locus, two allele situation

this can be represented as follows:

genotype AA Aa aa

fitness 1 l-hs 1—s O<s,h<l

where s denotes the selection coefficient and h the degree of

dominance of allele a. A value of h=O.05 seems to be typical

for lethal alleles (s=l) whereas a degree of dominance of

about 0.3 is often assumed for detrimental alleles (s=0.2)

(Gillespie, 1976).
The explanation for the occurrence of polymorphism under

partial dominance is that all kinds of alleles that are less

functional than the wildtype A-allele, are continually formed

by mutation. (All these -physically different- mutant alleles

are represented by the letter "a".) The mutation back from a

mutant to the original allele A is very rare. The mutant

allele is on the one hand rapidly removed by selection, but on

the other hand continuously formed by mutation. This way an

equilibrium is maintained which is called mutation-selection

equilibrium. The frequency of the mutant allele at this

equilibrium is

a)

In this formula i is the per locus mutation frequency, s the

average selection against the mutant homozygote and h the

degree of dominance of the mutant (Wallace, 1981). The

equilibrium frequency is very low, because i is about l06

(Simmons & Crow, 1977).
The population fitness at this equilibrium is
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In a small population the situation is different. There,
selection against the disadvantageous allele will be stronger
since the allele will more often appear in hoinozygous
condition. Because the selection in small populations is
stronger, the population fitness will be lower than in an
infinite population. Since selection against the deleterious
allele is strong, it will quickly disappear from the
population. If the population survives this period of so-
called purging its fitness increases and may temporarily
exceed the fitness of an infinite population. So the effects
of loci with partial dominance on the fitness of a small
population are harmful at first, but beneficial in the long
run, unless a mutant allele becomes fixed by genetic drift, Of

course this is only the case if there is no deleterious effect
of the loss of alleles.

Empirical relevance of the models
In the literature there is much discussion about which

model is more important in nature. Both models are able to
explain the occurrence of polymorphism, but neither is
completely satisfactory. In Drosophila it has been shown
repeatedly that several recessive lethals are kept in a

population ( Mukai, 1964; Mukai, Chigusa & Yoshikawa, 1965).
It is difficult to show that overdominance occurs at a certain
locus, but for example the investigations of Schaal & Levin
(1976) indicate it does exist. For an extensive discussion see
Lewontin, 1974.

The discussion has important implications for conservation
biology. If partial dominance is the main factor in inbreeding
depression, a small population that has already gone through a
few generations of purging will not suffer much more from
genetic problems. If, on the other hand, overdominance is an
important factor, a small population will continually need
"fresh blood" to revive it, or populations must be kept at a

larger population size.
In this study the relative importance of partial dominance

and overdominance for the fate of a small population is
evaluated. In particular the difference between shortterxn and

longterut effects is looked into.
The investigations are based on computer simulations. I

implicitly assumed that both selection mechanisms occur, but

that partial dominance is more frequent.
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The model

Structure of the model
A computer programme was used to run simulations of small

populations. The simulation model was based on the following
assumptions: I considered a population with discrete, non-
overlapping generations.

The individuals are diploid and hermaphrodite. There is

normal Mendelian segregation in heterozygous parental
individuals for pollen and ovule production and all gametes
have equal success in producing zygotes. There is no
correlation in pollen allele frequencies caused by factors
such as pollinator behaviour or pollen morphology. Matings
occur at random.

Selection is only possible via viability differences, i.e,
there are no fertility differences. The viability of an
individual is governed by 16 fitness loci, each with two
different possible alleles. There is no linkage between the
loci. The fitness effect of a genotype at a certain locus is
denoted by WAA, WAS, W. The overall fitness of an individual is
the product of its fitness on every locus.

The selection model at a certain locus can be
overdominance:
WAA=1S1 W=l W=l—s2
and it can be partial dominance:

WA = 1 WAa = l—hs Waa = 1—s.
When on more than one locus overdominance is present, the
selection coefficients on all loci with overdominance are
equal. The same is true for loci with partial dominance: the
selection coefficient and degree of dominance are identical on
all loci with partial dominance.

The fitness of the population is the mean fitness of all
individuals, including those that did not survive.

For a discussion of common assumptions in (computer)
models see Hedrick (1990).

Three models were constructed.
(1) Infinite population

This model was made to be able to compare the finite
populations to an infinite population.

(2) Finite population of fixed size N
In this model there is no demographic stochasticity. It

was used to study the course of population fitness in time.
(3) Finite population of variable size
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In this model demographic stochasticity plays a role. It
was used to study extinction.

A comparison of the finite and infinite population was
made by the following equation:

- W-W
N w

In this formula is the fitness of the infinite population

and is the fitness of a population of size N. The 6N is

called the fitness depression. If the fitness depression is
zero, the finite and the infinite population have equal
population fitnesses. A positive value of 6N means the infinite
population has higher fitness, whereas a negative value means
the infinite population has lower fitness than the small
population.

The infinite population (model 1) was studied by the
recurrence equation (Harti & Clark, 1989):

p(p*W+q*W)
p= —

Wi

for every locus, after which the fitness per locus was
calculated:

•W10g=q2

In these formulae W0 is the mean fitness at a certain

locus, p is the frequency of allele A at that locus and q is
the frequency of allele a at that locus. p' is the frequency
of allele A in the next generation. The population fitness is
the product of the fitness at each of the 16 loci.

The finite populations were studied by means of Monte-
Carlo simulations. Both versions of the model assumed that
there is a fixed number of sites where a plant can grow. This
total number of sites is called the carrying capacity.

First an initial population of fixed size was constructed
with genotypes about Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at each locus.
This was done by randomly assigning the alleles A or a to all
loci on both "chromosomes". The probability of assigning
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allele a was a given value q0(a) for that locus. For this

initial population, as for all following generations, the
population fitness, the mean heterozygosity and the allele

frequencies were determined.
Then for the next generation two parents were chosen at

random for each of the sites; self fertilisation was possible.

From each parent a haplotype was drawn and this haplotype had

the possibility to undergo mutation. Mutation from A to a took

place with probability 2*lO per haplotype (Sinmions & Crow,

1977). Mutation from a to A was considered as too unlikely to

be taken into account. The two haplotypes together made up a

zygote.

The viability of the zygote W was determined on basis of

its genotype.

W= H WA1A
locus

Selection was simulated by removing the zygote from the

population with a probability of 1-Wv . If the zygote

survived, i.e. was not removed, it was added to the next
generation, if not, a new zygote got its chance.

Model(2) assumed that for each site many seeds are
available and new zygotes were drawn until one survived and
the site was occupied. Under this model the population size

remained fixed at the carrying capacity (corresponding to the

total number of sites).
Model(3) assumed that there is a limited number of seeds

available per site. The average number of seeds per parent was
fixed. So the total number of seeds corresponds to this

average number of seeds times the population size. The seeds

were not uniformly distributed over the sites but according to

a Poisson distribution. This means there may be sites with no

seeds as well as sites with many seeds. For each site zygotes

could be drawn as described above as long as there were seeds

left. If none of the zygotes survived, the site remained empty

during the next generation. In that case the carrying capacity

was not reached. Not—germinated seeds did not survive till the

next generation.
After the whole new generation had been constructed, the

old population was replaced by the new one. The fitness of the

population, mean heterozygosity etc. were determined.
According to model(l) the fitness of an infinite
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population under the same conditions as the small population
(same fitness matrix, same initial allele frequencies) was
calculated and the finite population was compared to the
infinite as described above. The comparison was made in the
zygote stage, that is, before selection had taken place.

To evaluate the influence of demographic stochasticity in
niodel(3), the expected population size without selection was
calculated. This was done by the following calculations:

If s is the average number of seeds per parent and N

.is the population size of the parent population, the total

number of seeds available is N*s . The mean number of seeds

per site () is given by

=N*s/K

where K is the total number of sites (carrying capacity).
According to the Poisson distribution, the probability of x
seeds at a certain site is

p(x) =eJ—

The probability of at least one seed at a certain site is

1—p(O)=l—e °—l—e K

If multiplied with K, the total number of sites, this equation
gives the population size in the next generation if all loci
are selectively neutral. Iteration provides the development of
the population size without selection. These iterations lead

to a stable equilibrium > 0 for the population size, if s >1.

The simulation programmes were written in Turbo Pascal
5.5. The set-up of the programmes is represented by the
flowcharts figure 3. The source code of the programmes can be
found in the appendix, nr 1.

Results

Overdominance
The effects of overdominance on population fitness were

studied by running simulations with overdominance on all 16
loci. The simulations started at about equilibrium frequencies
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Flowchart Program Inbreedl.pas

[ popsize reached?

replace old by new population
determine population fitness

generations reached?

r i simulations reached?

run infinite population j
.

calculate means
compare simulations

Possible output:
-Population viability finite population

mean over simulations + standard deviation
-Population viability infinite population
-Relative 'iiability

mean + standard deviation
-Frequency of allele a

mean

—Coefficient of gene differentiation between simulations:
-Genetic identity between first 3 simulations (M.Nei in Spiess, 1984)
—Fixations
—populationsize before selection

figure 3a. Flowchart of prograie INBREED1.PAS (model 2).

9

population size
selection coefficients
initial frequency of a

# generations
simulations

T construct generation 0
per individual per locus: a or
L calculate individual viability

L.determine population fitness[

'I,
12 random parents

haplotype haplotype
nutation mutatio.nJ

iygotef

alcu1ate zygote viabilit
survives? no

I add to next generation I



Flowchart Progra: inbreed3.pas rcarrying capacity
initial population size
selection coefficients
initial frequency of a

generations

I simulations
I seeds per parent

'I,
construct generation 0

per individual per locus: a or
Lcaiculate individual viability

1.

1jjLereine population fitnessi

see7Pojsso
ran oi parents

lculate zygte viability

________

survives? eeds leftfl

hplotype haplotpe
mutation L mutation

[iyqote]

L
auu to next generation j

frrying capacity reached?

replace old by new population
determine population fitness

I generations reached?

L I siauiatios reached?

run infinite population

calculate means

[ compare simulations

possible output
-as in inbreedl.pas
-populationsize
—moment of extinction

Figure 3b. Flow chart of programe INBREED3.PAS (iodel 3)
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for the alleles. When overdominance was symmetric, the small
population had a steadily increasing fitness depression (see
figure 4). This means the small population had an increasing
fitness disadvantage relative to the infinite population. The
maximum possible fitness depression of (1-si)'6 was not

reached within 150 generations, which means not all loci were
fixed yet at that moment. When overdominance was very
asymmetric the fitness depression increased steeply in the
first generations and reached a plateau (see figure 5). The
increase depended on population size, selection coefficients
and skewness of the selection. In some cases of asymmetric
overdominance a top was reached and after that top the
disadvantage diminished; this probably means the population

was purged of the least fit homozygotes (not shown).
There was not very much variation in the general pattern,

especially when the overdominance was (nearly) symmetric. This

can be seen in figure 6.
The fitness depression of the finite population increased

faster when the population was small (see table 1). This is
because inbreeding is more severe and drift is more important
if the population size is small. In table 2 the mean fitness
and fitness depression of a population of size 25 after 150
generations are shown for several selection coefficients. It
can be seen that the selection against the fittest homozygote
was more important for the mean fitness of the finite

population than the selection against the less fit homozygote.
This was not the case for the fitness depression.

figure 4. Synetric overdoinance on 16 loci. Figure 5. Fitness depression under asyiietric

Population size = 25, sl=s2=0.05. Mean of 45 overdoiinance on 16 loci. Population size = 25.

siiulations. sl=0.6, s2=0.05 p0=0.l. Mean of 10 siiu.lations.
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Figure 6. Fitness depression in 3 different
simulations with 16 loci under overdominance.
Population size = 25. 51=52=0,05.

Table 1. Fitness depression after 100 generations in populations of different size. Symmetric

overdominance on 16 loci. W/WAa/Waa = 0.95/1/0.95. Mean of 50 simulations.

POPULATION
SIZE

fitness
depression &

N=100 0.05

N=50 0.15

N=25 0.29

N=10 0.33

Table 2. Fitness and fitness depression of a population of size 25 after 150 generations under different

selection regimes. Overdominance on 16 loci. Initial allele frequencies are equilibrium frequencies.

Mean of 45 simulations,

SELECTION
AA/Aa/aa

fitness fitness
depress. N

0.95/1/0.95 0.47 0.29

0.99/1/0.99 0.86 0.07

0.99/1/0.95 0.81 0.06

0.95/1/0.40 0.44 0.06
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100

Figure 7. Fitness depression of three different

sinulations under partial doainance on all 16

loci, q0=O.l s=0.2, hO.35, population size

25.

Figure 8. Course of fitness depression under
partial dominance on 16 loci. q0=O.l, s=O.2,

hzO.35, population size is 25.

When compared to pure drift effects (no selection) fixation

was significantly delayed by symmetric overdominance of 5%

(p<0.05).

Partial dominance
When there was partial dominance at all 16 loci, the small

populations had on average a lower population fitness than the
infinite population during the first generations. There was
however much variation between the simulations and in some of
the simulations the small populations even had a higher
fitness in the first generations than the infinite population
(see figure 7). In figure 8 the typical course of the fitness
depression can be seen. In this picture the mean fitness

depression of 10 simulations is presented.
The magnitude of the maximum fitness depression of the

small populations depended on population size, selection and
initial frequency of the mutant allele. In most simulations
the initial frequency of allele a was 10%. This is higher than

the theoretical value based on mutation-selection balance,
which is about l0 (Simmons & Crow, 1977; Wallace 1981). I
used this value because otherwise mutant allele a would hardly

have a chance to appear in the small population.

The moment the fitness depression of the small population

was maximum and the number of generations till the depression

had been reduced to zero depended mainly on the selection

coefficients.
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Table 3. Largest and siaallest and the generations they occur in for several population sizes and

selection coefficients. For all sifflulations q0 = 0.1. The values are calculated as the running mean of

50 simulations over 10 generations.

population

size

selection largest generation smallest

6N

generation

25
s=0.l

h=0 .05

0.027 34 0.004 92

25 5=0,4

h=0 .05

0.027 16 -0.010 47

50 s=0.1

h=0 .05

0.014 28 -0.004 113

50 s=0.4

h=0 .05

0.018 15 —0.007 57

50 s=0.4

h=0.45

0.023 14 -0.002 48

50 s=0.8

h=0 .05

0.019 14 —0.006 42

100 s=0,1

h=0 .05

0,008 32 -0.002 121

100 s=0.4

h=0 .05

0.012 17 —0.004 73

Maximum fitness depression S, is largest in small
populations with high selection coefficients. For recessive
lethals (s=l) with a degree of dominance (h) of 0.05 maximum
depression in a population of size 10 was on average 0.21.
This maximum fitness depression occurred in the 4th
generation. The highest fitness depression found under these
conditions was 0.55. The same coefficients in a population of
size 25 produced on average a maximum depression of 0.16 (mean
of 20 simulations). Again this maximum occurred on average in
the 4th generation. The depression had been reduced to zero
after 11 generations. When the selection was much weaker
(s=0.2 and h=0.05) the mean maximum depression in a population
of size 25 was 0.07 in the 20th generation. With these
coefficients it took on average 42 generations for the
depression to diminish to zero.

I determined the values of maximum and minimum 6 and the
generation they appeared in by plotting the running mean of
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Table 4. Largest and smallest and the generations they appear in for several values of q0.

selection coefficients: s0.4 h=0,05. Running means over 10 generations of 50 simulations.

population

size

q0 largest

6
generation smallest generation

50 0.1 0.018 15 -0.007 57

50 0.3 0.047 14 —0.008 66

50 0.9 0.654 14 0.345 68

the fitness depression over 10 generations. The outcome of
this is presented in table 3. The procedure of calculating the
running mean of a number of simulations however flattens out
the extremes and shifts them to the right. Therefor &, does not

attain its maximum in this table before generation 14 and

extremes are lower than mentioned above.
The influence of different initial allele frequencies can

be seen in table 4 (also determined by using running mean).

Because the high frequencies are in normal circumstances very

unlikely, they will not be discussed further.
When s<0.l the mutant allele has a significant probability

to become fixed under the conditions of the model. As a

consequence in some populations purging never gets complete.

Figure 9a. Fitness depression under various

combinations of partial dominance (left)
respectively no selection (right) and

overdominance, Population size = 25.

(continued). Partial dominance: s=0.5, h=0.05.

Overdominance: sl=s2=O .05.
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Figure 9b. Partial dominance: sO.5, hO.ll.
Overdominance: sl=s*h, s2=s, p0_O,l.

Course of population fitness under combination of
overdominance and partial dominance

When partial dominance and overdominance were combined,
there were three stages: first the stage in which loci under
partial dominance have the biggest influence because of mutant
homozygotes that cause lower fitness. Second there was in some
cases a stage of combined influence of purging, which raises
the fitness of the small population, and overdominance, which
lowers the fitness. Third there was the stage when the
influence of partial dominance was undetectable and there was
only the influence of overdominant loci.

In figures 9 the influence of the loci with partial
dominance is shown. In these figures populations with partial
dominance on n loci and overdominance on 16—n loci are
compared to populations with n neutral loci and 16—n
overdominant loci.(To show the average effects, the figures
present the mean of 45 simulations.)

When 4 of the 16 loci were under symmetric overdominance
(sl=s2=o.o5) and the remaining 12 loci were under partial
dominance with s=1 (lethal) and h=0.05, the influence of the
lethal mutants disappeared in less then 10 generations. This
was the case even though the initial frequency of the lethal

mutants was as high as 10%. The negative influence of loci
with partial dominance had for most reasonable values for h
and s (Simmons & Crow, 1977) disappeared in about 25 genera-
tions. Of course this only holds true if no mutant allele had
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Figure 10. Different cobinátions of h and s on Figure 10 (continued).

12 loci under partial dominance. 0verdoiinance

on 4 loci with sls20.05. Pairs with equal

value of h*s are presented. Population size =

25.

become fixed on one of the loci. Fixation of the mutant allele
though appeared to be rare under the conditions of the model.

In infinite populations the per generation change in
fitness depends on the value of the product h*s, the selection
against the heterozygote (Wallace, 1981). In figure 10 it can
be seen that this is not the case for small populations. In
this figure combinations of h and s with the same product are
depicted. In figure 11 it can be seen that the larger s is,
the shorter is the influence of partial dominance. The
influence of h is less clear, but there seems to be the same

tendency.

The relative importance of overdominance for extinction
chances of small populations

In model 3 (variable population size) simulations were run
with 12 partially dominant loci and 4 overdominant loci. This
programme was very sensitive to changes in average number of
seeds per parent. When this was low all populations went
extinct due to demographic stochasticity even when there was

no selection.
Selection results in decreasing population size, but

demographic stochasticity delivers the final blow. This was
seen when populations went extinct, even though the population

fitness was constant for many generations. Often the fitness
was rather high or even unity at the moment of extinction.

This means that the history of the population and the random
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Figure ha. Fitness depression. Partial Figure hib. As figure ha but for different

dominance on 12 loci with different values for values for h, sO.2.

S, h=O.l. Overdominanc on 4 hod: sl=s2=O.05.

Population size 25.

processes are important factors for the fate of the small
population. It was also seen in simulations with overdominance
only, that there can be a positive feedback between population
size and population fitness: smaller populations have a higher
degree of inbreeding, so they have a faster decrease in
population fitness, fewer individuals survive and the circle
is closed. But again random processes are important: under the
same starting conditions some populations did end up in this
circle and others did not, some could break free from it and
others could not.

The initial population size was less important than the
possible population size, the carrying capacity for the
probability of extinction. Frankel and Soulé (1981) also
concluded that a single generation bottleneck is not as
harmful as a long period of small population size.

In table 5a and 5b it is shown that lethal and semi-lethal
alleles did not significantly increase a small population's
chance to go extinct, provided enough seed was produced and
the carrying capacity was not too small. Overdominance on a
few loci however greatly increased the probability of
extinction. Strange enough this did not happen mainly after
many generations when most heterozygotes had disappeared, but
also early in the simulations.

These findings suggest that overall population fitness
alone is a poor indicator of the population's capability to
survive.

Most important factor of overdominant loci on the
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probability of extinction and population fitness was the
fitness of fittest homozygote. Lowering the fitness of the
less fit honiozygote did not increase the extinction
probability much (table 5).

When the fertility was low (table 6a,b) or the carrying
capacity was small (<20, not shown), the influence of
partially dominant alleles increased, but it dominated in none

of the simulations.
When the value of s on the partially dominant loci was

low, more extinctions occurred than when the value of s was
high (table 5). This seemingly paradoxical result was not
caused by fixation of mutant alleles, for in none of the
simulations that went extinct that happened, whereas mutants
did become fixed in some simulations that did not go extinct.

Under the overdominant model the distribution of the
extinctions over the generations did not differ significantly
from uniform distribution when conditions were not very
severe. Under the partial dominant model it does (Chi—square,

p<0.05). When there was only partial dominance on 12 loci and
no selection on the other 4 loci, more than half of the

Table 5. Number of populations going extinct in less than 150 generations in 45 siulations.

vertical:12 part. dominant loci, horizontal:4 overdoiinant bc!: WJ/WAa/Waa

N(0)= 25, (a):carrying capacity (K) =25, (b): K=50, average nuaber of seeds 1.5. (-): no results.

SELECTION neutral 0.95/1

/0.95

0.99/1/

0.99

0.9/1/

0.7

0.4/1/
0.95

neutral 1 43 4 45 43

s=1

h=0.05

1 41 — 45 44

s=0.8

h=0. 05

1 39 1 45 39

s=0.2

h=0 .05

9 39 — — 43

s=0.2
h=0. 35

11 41 3 — 42

s=0.1

h=0.35

10 45 — — 44

a)
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SELECTI—

ON

neutral 0.95/1

/0.95

0.99/1/

0.99

0.9/1/

0.7

0.4/1/

0.95

neutral 0 13 0 45 18

s=l

h=0 .05

0 17 — 45 15

s=0.8

h=0 .05

0 19 0 45 15

s=0.2

h=0 .05

0 — — — 27

s=0.2
h=0.35

1 20 1 — 24

s=0.1

h=0.35

0 22 — — 22

b)

extinctions occurred in the first 40 generations. When
conditions were poor extinctions under overdominance model
also occurred mainly in the first generations.

The expected popuJation size at equilibrium without
selection is presented in table 7. This expected population
size does not depend on population size in generation 0. The
moment the equilibrium is reached, does depend on the initial
population size. This equilibrium population size is
proportional to the total number of sites, K, as might be
expected from the original equation.

If selection is important in the process of extinction,
one might expect populations that go extinct to have lower
fitness than populations that survive. This is sometimes found
in laboratory experiments with populations started with
closely related individuals, though not always (Wright, 1977).
Anyway it was not the case in the simulations. Some
populations recovered from size 1 when population fitness was
constantly 0.815, while others under the same circumstances
dropped from size 20 to extinction in a few generations. So as
for an individual low population fitness just increases the
chance of extinction. It is however more complicated than for
a single individual, because population size, carrying
capacity and mode of dispersion are also important factors.

In figure 12 viabilities of populations that survive and
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that go extinct are presented.

Table 6. Number of populations going extinct in less than 150 generations in 45 simulations.

vertical: 12 part. dominant loci, horizontal: 4 overdominant loci.

N(0)= 25, carrying capacity (K) =50, (a) average nuber of seeds 1.25. (b) average number of seeds

=1.20.

SELECTION neutral sl=s2=0.0l

neutral 10 21

s=1 h=0.05 14 26

s=0.2 h=0.35 19 28

(a)

SELECTION neutral sl=s2=O.0l

neutral 21 37

s=l h=0.05 31 39

s=0.2 h=0.35 36 44

b)

Table 7. Expected population size when no selection is present. Seeds = average nuiber of seeds per

parent, K total nuiber of sites (carrying capacity).

N(equilibriu) K = 25
[

K 50

seeds = 2.00 20 40

seeds = 1.50 15 29

seeds = 1.25 9 19

seeds = 1.20 8 16

seeds = 1.00 0 0
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Figure 12. Viability of three different
populations under the sane conditions:
Carrying capacity 50, average number of
seeds 1.5, 12 loci partial doiinance: s0.2
h0.35, 4 loci overdoiinance: sl=s2=0.05.

Conclusions and discussion

Relevance of the assumptions
The findings of this study are relevant if the actual

conditions of a plant population resemble the conditions of
the model. In the model the population has discrete, non—
overlapping generations. This will in most cases mean the
plants are annuals. If the generations are not discrete,

genetic drift will be less and inbreeding is retarded. The
deleterious effects of partially dominant alleles will last
longer, but will be less strong. In the simulations the longer
lasting effects of relatively weak partial dominance seem to
have more impact. However when the population is larger, the
effects of partial dominance diminish (table 5), so probably a

population with overlapping generations will be in a less
precarious position than a population with discrete
generations.

A second property of the model population is that it is
hermaphroditic and mates at random. Quite a number of plant
species are not hermaphroditic and these will have a smaller
effective population size (Gregorius, 1991). Random mating is
often not the case. Pollinator behaviour, for example, can
cause deviations from random mating. Pollinators, such as
bees, carry lumps of pollen from one plant, so the next plant
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they visit has a high probability of receiving pollen grains
that are all related. Furthermore the insects go from one
plant to the next and will often pollinate a plant with pollen
from the individual standing next to it. This will increase
the inbreeding in the population and so accelerate the
processes described in this paper (Wilison, 1984; Hedrick,
1990).

The model assumes all individuals have equal fertility and
the fertility is constant in time. It is however very likely
that fertility has a genetic component, as is demonstrated for
Drosophila (Simmons & Crow, 1977). Loci that govern fertility
will probably suffer in a similar way from inbreeding and
drift as viability loci do. The population fertility may be
lowered by these processes and because of this the population
may decrease. In addition, a small population is often less
visited by insects (Jennersten, 1988) and because of that the
population fertility may be lowered. To compensate for this
the plants may self-fertilize more, which leads to a higher
degree of inbreeding (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1987;
Hedrick, 1990). This means that real populations will have a
higher probability of going extinct than the model population.

The model is important when most deaths in the population
are the result of selection. In many annual species though
lots of seeds are produced and the major part of the mortality
is due to random, environmental causes, such as grazing,
trampling and bad luck in finding a habitable spot. When most
of the zygotes die anyway, a few more or less by selective
causes do not make much of a difference. However, as discussed
above, the fertility of a small population may be severely
diminished and in that case selective deaths become important.

The model assumes that partial dominance and overdominance
are the only forms of selection that are important. There are
many other forms of selection that may be important as well.

Other selection models are e.g. frequency dependent selection:
the least frequent genotype has highest fitness, and density
dependent selection: genotypes that have high fitness when
density is low, have low fitness when density is high. How
important these modes of selection are for the fate of small
populations, remains to be investigated. Furthermore there may
be all kinds of relations between the loci and that of course

may also influence the fate of the population.

In the simulations the selection against the different
genotypes did not change in time. In a real population the
selection may well fluctuate in time (See Hedrick, 1986).

Because of changes of the environment, the fittest genotype of
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this generation does not have to be the fittest genotype in
the next generation. Alleles that are neutral or slightly
deleterious under normal circumstances, might be advantageous
under specific conditions, such as a sudden outburst of
illness or parasites (O'Brien et al.., 1985). A large
population retains these alleles in small frequency and is
able to respond to such catastrophes. In a small population
these alleles may get lost rapidly. As a consequence of the
loss of these alleles small population may go extinct.

Many other types of environmental changes are possible.
The roles partial dominance and overdominance play depend on
the character of these changes.

The importance of the strength of selection
In the present study it was found that overdominance and

partial dominance with low selection coefficient increase the
probability of extinction of a small population more than
partial dominance with high selection coefficient. The effects
of very disadvantageous recessive alleles do not last long. It
seems that a long period of slightly lowered fitness is more
disastrous for a small population than a short period of very
low fitness. This means population fitness alone is not an
accurate indicator of the population's chances of extinction.
The history of the population is also important.

The relative effect of overdominance and partial dominance
In a theoretical study, Lande and Schemske (1985) claim

that overdominance is of little importance for inbreeding
populations. Based on a quantitative genetic model of
stabilizing selection on polygenic traits they conclude that
most effects of inbreeding observed in nature can be explained
by assuming partial dominance.

In a review of the theoretical and empirical literature
Charlesworth and Charlesworth (1987) reach a similar
conclusion. They point out that detrimental recessives have
been found in many populations. These detrimentals may cause a
substantial inbreeding depression. In addition the dominance
variance with respect to fitness, found in populations, is not
large enough in relation to additive genetic variance to be
generated by overdominance alone.

The results of the present study suggest that stating that
partial dominance occurs in the majority of cases, is not
sufficient to reject the possibility that overdominance plays
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an important role.
In fact it was found in this study that overdominance on a

few loci can influence the fate of a small population very
much. The effects on population fitness of deleterious alleles
on loci under partial dominance disappear on average within 25
generations. When the fertility is high enough, partial
dominance hardly increases the probability of extinction,
whereas overdominance on a few loci does.

Charlesworth & Charlesworth (1987) suggest that the
effects of overdominance are smaller than claimed in many
studies on the topic. In most models on overdominance,
overdominance is assumed to be symmetric. This will very
seldom be the case in natural situations. Charlesworth and
Charlesworth show that in a model with a significant amount of
self ing, asymmetric overdominance will lead to fixation of the

allele with the higher fitness in homozygous condition,
because no equilibrium can be maintained (see Kimura and Ohta,

jaar). But also in models in which random mating occurs,
fixation happens much more frequently when overdominance is
asymmetric. This is the case because the equilibrium frequency
of the allele which has the higher fitness in homozygous
condition, is close to fixation. Random processes will much
sooner lead to fixation of the allele than in the case of
symmetric overdominance.

The significance of fixation in the context of
overdominance however, is judged differently by Charlesworth
and Charlesworth than it is in the present study.

It was found in this study that in the case of asymmetric
overdominance, the fitness of the fitter homozygote is more
important for the survival of a population than the fitness of
the less fit homozygote. Both symmetric and asymmetric
overdominance lead to an increase of the probability of
extinction and of the fitness depression.

Charlesworth and Charlesworth (and others) use a different
measure for the effects of inbreeding than the present study.
They compare inbred and outcrossed progeny in a partially
self ing population with respect to the inbreeding depression

which was defined by
wo — Wi

Wo

where w0 is the fitness of offspring produced by outcrossing
and w is the fitness of offspring produced by self ing in the

same population.
Using this measure, they find that overdominance only
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contributes to inbreeding depression if a polymorphism is
maintained. If alleles become fixed, the fitnesses of the
inbred and outcrossed progeny are equal and the inbreeding
depression is zero.

Charlesworth and Charlesworth focus on the effects of
inbreeding from one generation to the next. The present study
is concerned with long—term effects of inbreeding on
populations and therefore compares the fitness of the total
progeny of a small random mating population to the fitness of
the progeny of a totally outcrossing, infinite population.
Already after a few generations, the effects of partial
dominance become undetectable. The comparison made in this
study is more relevant in order to judge the capability of a

small population to survive.
One should however notice the large variance of the

results (e.g. figure 6). The findings discussed here are based
on averages. Because there was variation between different
simulations under partially dominant selection, this probably
is also the case between different populations that are
subject to partially dominant selection. This means that in
certain small populations partial dominance may be a more
important factor for fitness depression than stated here, even
if some loci in the population are under overdominant
selection.

Summarizing, this present study does not proof that
overdominance exists or that it is important for the fate of
inbreeding populations, but it suggests that if overdominance
exists on a few loci, it effects on population fitness and
probability of extinction may in many cases dominate the
effects of partial dominance.
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0020:

0021:

0023:

3024:

3025:

0026:

0027:

0029: TYPE

3030: Haplotype

2031: Dipiotype
3032: FreqTable

0133: Individual
3034:

3035:

0036:

3037:

0038: Population

3339: AllelTable
3040: Matrix
8341: str7U

3042: PTable

0043: TotArray =

3344: MeanArray

0045:

3846: VAR

3047: j,k,gen,sim,x,n integer;

3048: 1 :byte;

0049: Hetero, Gst :single;
9053: Viability :singie:
0051: s,h :single;
30i2: Survive :boolean;

0053: Haplo :Hapiotype;

0054: Diplo :Diplotype:

9055: VMat :Matrix

3056: GenoFreq,ActGenoFreq :Freqlable;

0057: mdi, parent :Individual;
0058: Pop, Pop2 :Population;

0059: pP,pa,pa2 :AilelTable;
0060: Fend :PTable;

0061: Meanstr,DepStr :str7O:

Appendix 1: Source code of computer programme Inbreedl.pas
(model 2 + 1).

1112: PROGRAM lobreedinol:

3215: This progran simulates the effects of inbreedinc and selection j A

s11, non-selfin; populations on pcpulation-iitoess sni A

•oenctype-freueflcieS.
A Ter era .$ unccpiei mci. Sach :us has tc possible e:iaies
A

A

The fitness ci an inividuai is the product of its fitness at A

1111: every incus Xutaticns are aliced for, The generations are
3012: A separated. *

3013: A Populationsize allele—frequencies and selection may be modified in *

3014: the program, A

3715: A —Carolien de Kovel—

3016: A At AARAA * A***ZA *A*AZAA&* AAZA tA U AAA*AAA*A * AAAAA * A*AAtA*AAAA AAA AAAUA

0017:

3018: uses Ort:

COIST

popsize 100:

generation 150;

simulation 15;

MeanFile True;

DepPile False:

ilename1:STRING 'fUel':
Filename2:STRING 'file2':

[15 at leasti
[3 at leasti

write means to file ?[
[write depression to slide ?[

word:

ARRAY [0. .1] OF Haplotype:

ARRAY [1.,16, 0. .2] OF integer;
RECORD

Geno : Diplotype:
Viability: real:
Fertility: real:

ARRAY [1, ,Popsize] OF Individual;
ARRAY [1. .16) OF single:

ARRAY [1.16, 0.2] OF single;
STRING[70[

ARRAY [1. .simulation, 1. .16] OF single;
ARRAY [0. .generation, 1. ,simulation) OF single:
ARRAY [0. .generation) OF single;

mean pA in last generation I



Ii&1U3l.?IS vca 10,12.1992 10:55:24 26425 Bytes $eite 0002

0e6:: ?opStr :str70:
9063: &ctvisb,Pfl.Phjcpviab :TotArray:
0064: Actleat,Popleat :ieankrray:
0065: ?opS,IctS,DS :Keankrray:
C366: Ytot,t.Dv :ieankrray:
9067: Ppdleat,Phiean :Mesflrray:
0068: outtile
0069: kctPopsize :lnteger:
0073: I :AUAT(1..3J OF single:
0C71:

00:2:
Orl:
9074: PROCAInE lri:elord v : lord: usa : 01110?:
'3fl: ;wri;e Mary code at ul

0077: 11011

0078: VriteMtr.'
0979: FOU :=15DOINTOODO
3080: IF Odd(v III j) Till Vrf;e ,'l 'I
'3081: ELSE vrftei'O '':
9082: liii: o1 Iritelordi
0083:

3084:

3085: PEOcEDVRI Open? us:
9386: This procedure opens files for various sinulations in slide
3087: or TP, : bothh
3088:

0089: 11611

3090: IF 3epFiie AID NeanFile Till lilt:
309!: IFZ'iTiIIIISII
3092:

93: s:0,1:
3094:

3095: Ffienete2 : 'C:Slfl:arodste.SDHi,dat':
3096: 5ilenaie :: 'testl.ia;':
3Cr: it
C?98: ii z = : Till 11011

0e99:

3100:

319::
!ilenais2 := ':'Sl' :arodara'G22J2.dac':
File:axel :: ':est.at':

1111

2 Till 11011
:126:

': 51 :a::da:aC22.;':
:..zaae.

:1::: liD:
1Fz:Tii11lGI1

1!:enana: :: ': 51 :ir:ia:a.32C4.ht':
Fnaie :: ':25Zii!,da:':

AID:

:1:": IF y Till 11611

:::: r:t:e:s: := 'Z:ll :a:;a; SDE.a:''

END:

1? Till 11611



INBREED1.PAS vo 10,12.1992 10:55:24 26425 Bytes Seite 0003

0123: n;:13;

0124; Filename2 :: 1C.\SW\carodata\C020206dat1

0125: Filenaael : '2C25Nhi13.dat';
0126: END;

0127: IF x : 7 THEN BEGIN

0128: n::14;

0129: Filename2 : C:\SW\carodata\C0202_07,dat';
0130: Filenamel :: 2C25Nhi14.dat';

0131: END:

0132: IF x 8 THEN BEGIN

0133: n::15;

0134: Filenaffle2 :: 'C:\Si\carodata\C0202_08.dat;

0135: Filenamel :: tC25Hhi_15.dat';

0136: END;

0137: IF x : 9 THEN BEGIN

0138: n;:12;

0139: Fi1enae2 :: 'C;\S\carodata\C0202_09.dat;

0140; Filenamel ;: '2C25Nhi_12.dat';

0141: END;

0142: IF x :10 THEN BEGIN

0143: n:13;
3144: Fi1enae2 :: C:\S\carodata\C0202_10.dat';

0145: Filenauel ;: 3C25Nhii3.dat

1146: END;

0147: IF x :11 THEN BEGIN

3:44: n::14;
3149: Silenane2 :: ':\S\carodata\C0202_10dat'
0150: Fi1enae : 3C25Nhi14.dat

0151; END;

0152: IF x :12 THEN BEGIN

0153: n::15;
3154: iiename2 :: C:3\carodata\C02Q210,dat:

0155: Filenanel :: 3C25Ni_i5.dat':
3156: END;

0157: IF JpFile THEN issignoutfi1e,fi1ename2);
0158: IF MeanFile THEN .kssi; ufi1efi1ename1);
0159: Rewrite(outfile);
0160: END;

0161: 1*****popu1ationkt***k***1
0162:

0163:

0164: PROCEDURE InitFreq(VAR p0:AllelTable);

0165: This procedure assigns values to the initial allele—frequency p0
0166: of allele a on every locus 1.1

0167:

0168: BEGIN

0169: FOR i : 1 TO 16 DO
0170: p0(l) : 4,3;

1171: For 1:: (n+1) to 16 do

0172: p0(i) : 3.5:1
0173: END: of InitFreq!
0174:

8175:

8176: PROCEDURE InitFop VAR Pop:population

0177: IThis procedure initializes population It determines the genotype of
0170: each individual. The genotype frequencies will be about Hardy—Neinberg
0179: equilibriumj
8180:

0181: BEGIN

0182: FOR j : I TO popsize DO
8183: WITH pop[j( DO



INBREED1.PAS yea 10.12,1992 10:55:24 26425 Bytes Seite @004

@184: BEGIN

0185: Geno[0] : 0; Geno[1] 0;

0186: FOR 1 : 15 DOWNTO 8 DO

0187: BEGIN

0188: IF randoa ( p0(16—i] THEN Geno[@J : Geno[0] + 1 SRL 1);
@189: IF randoa ( p0(16—i] THEN Geno(1] : Geno[1J + (1 SHI 1);
0190: END;

0191: END;

0192: END; I of InitPopl
0193:

@194:

0195: PROCEDURE InitVMatrix:

0196: (This procedure initializes a aatrix [bc!, genotype] of fitness—values.]
0197:

@198: BEGIN

0199: 1 s :: 0;
0200: h : 0.01:!
0201: FOR I : iTO 16 DO
0202: BEGIN

0203: Vmat(l,0J : 1; VMat[l,l) : l_h*s; VMat[1,2} :1—s;
0204: END;

0205: I For 1:: (n+1) to 16 do
0206: begin

0207: VMat[l,0J:@.95;. VMat[i,1] :i; VMat(1,2] ::8.95;
0208: end;]

0209: END; (of InitVMat(
@210:

0211:

@212:

0213; PROCEDURE ClearGenoFreq (VAR GenoFreq: FreqTable);
@214: (Clears table of genotypes for next generation.!
0215:

0216: BEGIN

0217: FOR I : iTO 16 DO
0218: FORk:0TO2DO
0219: GenoFreq[1,k] : 0;
0220: END:

( of ClearGenoFreq(

0221:

0222:

0223: t * *

0224:

0225:

2226: PROCEDURE InitGeneration (VAR pO:AileiTable: VAR Pop:Population;
0227: VAR GenoFreq:FreqTable(;
0228: This procedure initializes the first generation calculates
0229: its viability/fertility and xrites the genotypes to a table,

0231: VAR

2232: int :real:
0233: Fiat :real;
2234: lgeno :ARRAY [1.161 OF byte: 1ocal genotype of individual!
0235:

0236: BEGIN

0237: InitPop(Pop)
@238: ClearGenoFreq(GenoFreq(;

0239:

2240: FOR j : 1 TO popsize DO [calculate viabilitv/iercilityl
@241: BEGIN (f individual
0242: Vint :1;
3243: 1 Fint :1:
0244: FOR i: 15 DOWNTO 0 DO



INBREED1.PkS vom 10,12.1992 10:55:24 26425 Bytes Seite 0005

0245: BEGIN

0246: lgeno[16—1] ()Pop[j).Geno[0J SER 1) AND 1) + ((Pop[j),Geno[1J SEN 1) AND 1);

0247: Vint : Vint * VMat[16—l,lgeno[16—l].1;

0218: 1 Fint :: Fint * FMat[16—1,lgeno[16—l)]H

0249: Inc (GenoFreq[16—l, lgeno[16—lJfl;
0250: END;

0251: Pop[j).Viability :: Vint; [IndiFertility ::FintH
0252: END;

0253: END; [of initGenerationJ
0254:

0255: * * * * * *

0256:

0257:

0258: FUNCTION CalcHetero(Genofreq: FreqTable) : real;
0259: 1

This function calculates the mean frequency of heterozygotes
0260: per locus in the present population.
0261:

0262: VAR

0263: Hint : integer;
0264:

0265: BEGIN

0266: Hint 0:

0267: FOR1::1TO16DO
0268: Hint : Hint + GenoFreq [1,1);
0269: CaicHetero : Hint / (16*popsize);

0270: END; I of CaicHetero!
8271:

0272:

0273: FUNCTION CalcPopViab(Pop : Population): real;
0274: This function calculates the mean viability of the population.)
0275:

0276: VAR

0277: PopV : real;
3278: j : integer;
0279:

0280: BEGIN

0281: PopV : 0;
0282: FOR j : 1 TO popsize DO
0283: PopV PopV + Pop[j].Viability;
0284: CalcPopViab : PopV/Popsize;
0285: END; F of CalcPopviabl
0286:

0287: *

0288:

0289: PROCEDURE PopQOutputlPop:Population; GenoFreq:FreqTable);

0290: [Output to screen for generation 3.1
0291:

0292: BEGIN

3293: riteln ('Generation ',gen
3294: Popviab[gen,sim[ : CalcPopViab(Pop);
0295: ActViab[gen,sirn( : PopViab[gen,sim];
0296: Hetero : CaicHeterolGenoFreql:
0297: ActPopsize : popsize;
0298: ritein ['Population viability ,PopViab[gen,sim} :5:3)

3299: rite1n 'Frequency heterozygotes 'Hetero:5:31;
0303: vriteln;
3301; FOR 1 : I TO 16 DO (check fixation)
0332: BEGIN

3303; IF (GenoFreq[l,2J popsize) THEN

3304: Write)'+ 'I EISE Ia fixed : +1

0305: IF GenoFreq(l,3J popsize) THEN
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0306: Write('— '[ELSE [A fixed : —[

0307: write('O
0308: END;

0309: Writein;
0310: END; (of Pop0Output(
0311:

0312:

0313: PROCEDURE PopOutput(Pop:Population; ActGenoFreq,GenoFreq:FreqTable)

0314: [Output to screen generation ito popsize.(
0315:

0316: BEGIN

0317: GOTOXY(1,2):

0318: Writeln('Generation ',gen):
0319: Writeln('ActPopsize ',actpopsize,'
0320: PopViab[gen,si] :: CalcPopViab(Pop);
0321: Hetero : Caldlletero(GenoFreq);
0322: Writein ('Zygote viability ',Actiab[gen,sim]:5:3,'
0323: Writein ('Population viability = ',PopViab[gen,simj:5:3,'
0324: Writein ('Frequency heterozygotes ',Hetero:5:3,'
0325: FOR 1 : 1 TO 16 DO (check fixation(
0325: BEGIN

0327: IF (GenoFreq[1,2} popsize) THEN

0328: Write('+ '( ELSE (a fixed :

0329: IF (GenoFreq[l,0] popsize) THEN

0330: Write)'- '[ELSE (A fixed : —(

0331: Write('Q
0332: END;

0333: Writeln:
0334: END; [of PopOutput(
0335:

0336:

0337:

0338:

0339:

0340: PROCEDURE ChooseParent (Pop:population;VAR Parent:Individual(
0341: (This procedure draxs one random individual to serve as parent,!
0342:

0343: VAR

0344: rand : integer;
0345:

0346: BEGIN

0347: rand := random (popsize( + 1:

0348: Parent := Pop[rand];
0349: END; of ChooseParent(

0351:

0352: PROCEDURE ExtractOaplotype (Diplo: Diplotype: AR Haplo: Raplotype);
3353: I This procedure extracts a random haplotype (of sixteen loci(
0354: from the genotype of one parent!
0355:

0356: VAR

0357: rand: Word:
0358:

0359: BEGIN

0360: rand: randomG5S35)
0361: Haplc:= rand AND Diplc[0J) OR ((65535—rand) AND Dipio[1J(;
0362: END; (of ExtrctHap1otypeI
0363:

0364:

0365:

0366: PROCEDURE utation(VAR Hapio:Hapionype);
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@367: This procedure allows for mutation from A to a with
0368: U u*16) 2.0E—4.l

0369:

3373: VAR

@371: Mask :word;

0372: rand :double;
0373: bc :word;

337 4:

0375: BEGIN

0376: rand random;

0377: IF rand ( 2E—4 THEN [mutation ?[

0378: BEGIN

0379: bc : random(16[ ; [where ?J

@380: IF NOT(odd(Haplo 811 bc)) THEN Allele is A
0381: BEGIN

0382: Mask : 1 SH bc;
0383: Haplo :: Hapbo OR Mask; [3 becomes 1, i.e. A becomes a)

0384: END;

0385: END;

0386: END; [of Mutation)

0387:

0388: 1* * * * * * * * * * *

0389:

8390: PROCEDURE Constructzygote[VAR Indi:Individual; ParentPop:Population)

0391: [This procedure constructs the genotype of a new individual (zygote).)

3392:

0393: BEGIN

3394: Chooseparent(ParentPop,Parent)

0395: Extractflapbotype(Parent.Geno,Hapbo)

0396: Mutation(Haplo)

0397: Indi.Geno[0] : Haplo;
0398: Chooseparent(ParentPop,Parent)

3399: ExtractHaplotype(Parent.Geno,Hapbo)

0400: MutationiHaplo);
0431: Indi,Geno(1) : Haplo;
3402: END; [of Constructzyaote)

0403:

3434:

0405:

0406: PROCEDURE Evaluate I VAR Indi:Individual; VAR survive : boolean)

3437: [This procedure calculates viability/fertility of an individual
0408: and tests its survival. Then its genotype is written to the
0409: genotype-table. It also keeps record of those that don't survive,[
0410:

@411: VAR

0412: Vint real:
@413: I Fint :real;
3414: igeno :ARRAY [1. .161 OF byte; [local genotype of individuall
0415:

0416: BEGIN

@417: \Iint :l:
0418: 1 Fint :1:
0419: FOR l: 15 DOWNTO 3 DO

3420: BEGIN

3421: lgeno[16—i1 : (Indi.Geno[UJ 511 II AND 1) +Indi,Geno[l] SHE 1) AND 1);

'3422: Vint : Vint VMat[16—i,lgenoilS—1J]

0423: 1 Fint :: Fint FMat6—l1genot16—ljJ H
3424: Inc(ActGenoFreq[l6—i, igeno[16—lJ I

0425: END;

0426: Indi,Viability :: Vint; [IndiFertility :Fint;
0427: IncactPopsize)
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0428: IF random ( Vint THEN survive:True [survives?, random is)
0429: ELSE survive::False; [bad luck numbed
0430: IF survive THEN
0431: BEGIN

0432: FOR l:15 DONTO 0 DO Inc (GenoFreq)16—l, lgeno[16-lJ]};
0433: END;

0434: END; [of Evaluate]
0435:

0436:

0437:

0438: PROCEDURE PFreq(GenoFreq: Freqlable; VAR Ppd,Ph: TotArray);
0439: [This procedure calculates the mean frequency of "a" on the dominant loci
0440: and on the overdominant locij
0441:

0442: VAR

0443: p :ARRAY(1. .16] OF single;
0444: pint :single;
0445:

0446: BEGIN

0447: FOR 1 : 1 TO 16 DO
0448: p[lJ : [GenoFreq[l,2J + 0,5*GenoFreq[l,1))/popsize;
0449: pint 0;

0450: FOR 1:: 1 TO n DO
0451: pint :: pint + p11];
0452: Ppd[gen,sim) : pint/n;
0453: pint 0;

0454: FOR 1 : (n+l) TO 16 DO
0455: pint :: pint + p[lJ;
0456: Ph[gen,sim] :: pint/(16—n);
0457: END;

0458:

0459: * * * * * * x *

0460:

0461: PROCEDURE NextGeneration (VAR GenoFreq:FreqTable; VAR Pop2: Population);
0462: [This procedure constructs the individuals of the next generation,
0463: evaluates them and replaces them if they do not survive. They are
0464: saved as Pop2J
0465:

0466: VAR

0467: j : integer;
0468:

0469: BEGIN

0470: ClearGenoFreq(GenoFreq)

0471: ClearGenoFreq)ActGenoFreq)

0472: ActViab[gen,simj :0;
0473: ActPopsize :?;
0474: FOR j : 1 TO popsize DO

0475: BEGIN

0476: survive :: False;
0477: REPEAT

0478: Constructzygote (Pop2[j],Pop);
0479: Evaluate (Pop2[j],Survive):
0480: •kctViab[gen,sim] :z ActViab[gen,simj + Pop2[jJ viability;
0481: UNTIL survive;
0482: END:

0483: ActViab]gen,sin) : •ctViab[gen,sim(/ActPopsize;
0484: END: lot NextGenerationl
3485:

0486:

0487:

0488:
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0489:

0490:

0491: PROCEDURE OneGenerationiVhR Pop,Pop2: Population; VAR GenoFreq: FreqTable);

0492: This procedure calculates the data of the present generation,
0493: creates the next generation and replaces the present population
0494: by the next,!
0495:

0496: BEGIN

0497: NextGeneration )GenoFreq,Pop2)

0498: PFreq)GenoFreq,Ppd,Ph);

0499: Pop: Pop2; Ireplace old by new generation)

0500: Popviab[gen,simj : OalcPopviab)Pcp);
0501: Hetero : CalcHetero)GenoFreq);
0502: PopOutput!Pop,ActGenoFreq,GenoFreq)

0503: END; of OneGeneration!

0504:

0505:

0566: [*t*****U******Fj1e***k*U*****U*** I
0507:

0508:

6509: PROCEDURE InputToFile(MeanFile:boolean)

0510:

6511: VAR

0512: 1: integer;
0513:

0514: BEGIN

0515: IF MeanFile THEN

0516: BEGIN

0517: Writeln(outfile,Filenamel)
8518: riteln)outfile);
0519: Writeln)outfile, 'popsize ',popsize:4);
0520: riteln(outfile)
0521: Writein)outfile,'pO , fitness matrix');
0522: FOR 1 : iTO 16 DO
0523: riteln)outfile,p0[lJ :4:3,' , ',VMat{l,O] :4:3,' ',VMat{l,lj :4:3,' ',Vmat[l,21:4:3);

0524: riteln(outfile)
3525: END;

0526: END; lot InputToFilel
3527:

0528:

0529:

0530: PROCEDURE MeanToStr IVAR MeanStr:str70);

0531: )This procedure writes the viability-means to a string
0532: for storing in tile.)
0533:

0534: VAR

3535: stO ,StGen :STRING[3);

0536: stzMean,stPMean,stlnf,stD,stDS :STRINGI6J;

0537: stZS,stPS,stFpd, stPh :STRING[63;

0538:

0539: BEGIN

0540: stQ:'
0541: StrtGen:3,StGen):

3542: SeriActMean(genj :6:3,StlMean) Str(ActS[gen] :6:3,stZS)

0543: StrlPopMean[genj:6:3,st?Men); StrtPopS)genJ :6:3,stFS) :*)

0544: Str!tot[gen] :6:3,sclnf)
0545: StriD[gen) :6:3,stl) Str)DS[gen] :6:3,stDS)

0546: StrlPpdMean[genJ :6:3,stppd)
3547: Str(PhMean[gen] :6:3,stPh)
0548: MeanStr : Concat StGen,st0,stZean,st0,stZS,st0,stInf,st3,5tD,
3549: stO,StDS,stO,stFpd,st0,stPh)
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2552: END: of MeanToStr

057.:
3572:

3574:

26425 Bytes Seite 9911

PROCEDURE OuloNean / :'oour:nv: VAR Neao,S:eaoAornv
Jtus p0000:L:e tCOlitoes toe unitoni: nean aol. soa:iani Sevietuno
of omen paraneter :en ole ainoletinos

25:3: VAR

on, iarnt : rea
• çr

BEGIN

FOR

BEG IN

0 TO ;e:ene:inn DO

1552:

0553: PROCEDURE DepTnStr VAR Depstr:str73:
2554:

0555: VAR

0556: s:2 ,s:Gen STRINGY
0557: stlep,stDS :STRINGS)

0559: BEGIN

0561: st
0562: 0trGen:3,stGen
3562: Str3gen :6:2,stler: : :1w lopend nen.
0563: ScrPSioen :i:3,stDS
3561: DepStr:: 0000atscGen,stl,stDep,sti,stD5:
1565: END:

00cc

0567:

3563: t * xiS In fin Ste * ix xiii xx

3569:

PROCEDURE lnfinSneYXat:Matnin: VAR Ftot:eanArray1
This procedure calculates the viability of an infinite population
for the sane selection and initial freouencies as 9np,

VAR

3576: Finn :reai:
1577: F ARRAY s: OF sinoe:

3579: BEGIN
—r•'••. — ——'I'QL, ....1.

0533: FOR nen :: 3 TO naneranfon DO
3532: BEGIN

3533: Finn

9534: FOR 1:: ITO 1000
3535: BEGIN

pa:! :
g r I K K S

.5'
0509: Fin: :: Finn F'I

—4. .4 •'• K ' Y:r ..

0591: END'

lid: Font nen, : tnt::
3593: END:

Y94: END:

* :. n A
x x x x x x x x S 5 2 5 2 5 5
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0611: Varint :: 0;
0612: FOR simu :: 1 TO simulation DO [mean)

0613: mt : mt + Viab[gen,simu];
0614: Mean[gen) : mt / simulation;
0615: FOR simu : 1 TO simulation DO [st.deviation[
0616: Varint : Varint + SQR[Viab[gen,simu) - Mean[gen));

0617: S[gen[ :: SQRT[Varintlsimulation[:

0618: END;

0619: END; [of CalcMean[

0620:

0621:

0622: PROCEDURE MeanSmall(Viab:TotArray; VAR Mean:Meankrray);

0623: [This procedure calculates mean without standard deviation.)
0624:

0625: VAR

0626: Int,Varint : real;
0627: simu : integer;
0628:

0629: BEGIN

0630: FOR gen : 0 TO generation DO

0631: BEGIN

0632: mt :: 0;
0633: Varint : 0;
0634: FOR simu : 1 TO simulation DO [mean)

0635: mt : mt + Viab[gen,simuj;
0636: Mean[gen) : mt / simulation;
0637: END;

0638: END;

0639:

0640:

0641: PROCEDURE MeanAll;

0642: [This procedure calculates the mean and standard deviation of

0643: two viability measures and the viability of an infinite population
0644: and sends them to file.[
0645:

0646: BEGIN

0647: CalcMean(Popviab,PopMean,PopS)

0648: Ca1cMean(ctViab,ActMean,ActS)

0649: MeanSmall[Ppd,PpdMean)

0650: MeanSmall(Ph,PhMean);

0651: Infinite[VMaL,tot);
0652: END; [of MeanAlli
0653:

0654:

0655: PROCEDURE CalcDepression[VAR D,Dw:MeanArray[

0656: [This procedure calculates the viability of the finite population
0657: Pop) relative to the infinite population.[
0658:

0659: VAR

0660: a,b,c integer;
0661: Dint :real;
0662: Dt :ARRAY [9. .generation) OF real;

0663:

0664: BEGIN

0665: MeanAll:

0666: FOR gen :: 0 TO generation DO

0667: BEGIN

0668: D[gen] : I - ActMean[genJ/tot[gen];
0669: DS[genj : .kcts[genj/Wtot[genl;
0670: END:

0671:
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3672; If Depfile then
0673: begin

0674: Dint :r 0': walkino vean over 10 generations
0675: FOR a :: 5 TO 14 DO

0376: Dint :: Dint + D[a
Dt[I4j :: Dint:

3678: FOR :z 14 TO •ceneratinr-1) DO
1679: 3t[b+1: :: :r[b D:btl: -

1630: FOR c : ITO 1.3 DO

1631: : DtiiC!13:
1682: FOR c : ii TO oeoeration DO
1683: Jv[:: :: tcj/i0:
0634: END: A

1685:

0666: FOR gen :z I TO generation DO write to fiie
1687: BEGIN

0688: IF Depiiie THEN
0630: BEGIN

3690: 3epTcStr:DepStr
0691: Wnitein:nunfile, Depstr}
0692: END:

6693: END:

3694: END; ni 0a1cDepression
1695:

3696:

361: PROCEDURE EndPix ,Gen?raq:FreqTab1e

0698: This protedure vnites fixaticns in last oeneratinn tc fie,
3699:

0701: BEGIN

3701: IF NeanEnle THEN

0'02: BEGIN

3703: Write:nu:iiie, 'sirniatinn 5,,
:711: FOR I :: TO 33 DO theta fixation
1715: BEGIN

1706: IF rern;re01i pnpsize THEN

1717: Writenotfile, '— ELSE :C fixed
IF GennFreq[I,1 pnpsina) THEN

Write motile, - ELSE A fixed
Wrote mEttle. '1

END:

W:iteio rotiiie
END:

END: :00 ltdiix:

A I I A A A A
ACty,reA

A A A A A A A A'

PROCEDURE Indira; I .r:i:;ve:)be: VAR ?end:FTacle
Tiis promedore writes p1 in toe last neneratro: to at array

BEG IN

FOR :: : 0013 DO
- 75AGeonFreq _,l I popsine:

END: tiE:

PROCEDURE Ieteliiiar ltd Poole: VAR .st:oioolo
This :tt:teitre tmnt:tes 1st. tte moebiimiett :3 onte—:r::erett:atro:,

A sc ic S
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0733: VAR

0734: Pint, ilsint, ils, Ht, Fst : ARRAY[1. .16) OF real;

0735: Gstint : real;
0736:

0737: BEGIN

0738: FOR 1 : 11016 DO
0739: BEGIN

0740: Pint[l) : 0; Hsint[lJ : 0; Gstint : 0;
0741: FOR sin := 1 10 simulation DO

0742: BEGIN

0743: Pint[l): Pint[l) + Pend[sin,l); [mean pit over simulations!

0744: Hsint[l] :: llsint[l) + (SQR(Pend[sin,1)) + SQR(1— Pend[sim,lfl);

0745: [exp. hono. per simulation!

0746: END;

0747: Pint[1] : Pint[l)/simulation; [mean pit!

0748: Hs[l] : 1 — llsint[1]/simulation; mean exp, heterozygosity!

0749: Ht[l) :: 1 — [SQR(Pint[l]! + SQR(1—Pint(1]H; [expected heterozygosity all!

0750: IF Ht[lJ 0 TUEN Fst[1): 0 ELSE

0751: BEGIN

0752: Fst[1] :: 1 — (lls[l]/Ht[l]); [for one locus!

0753: Gstint : Gstint + Fst[l);
0754: END;

0755: END;

0756: Gst : Gstint/16; [for all 16 loci}
0757: Writeln['Gst:',Gst:5:4) ; [test!
0758: END; [of GeneDiffer!
0759:

0760:

0761: PROCEDURE Distance(Pend:PTable!

0762: [This procedure calculates genetic identity between the first 3
0763: simulations according to M. Mei.!
0764:

0765: VAR

0766: XX, XY :ARRAY[1. 3, 1,,16] OF real;
0767: XXint, XIint, Jxx, Jxy :ARRAY[1..3J OF real;

0768:

0769: BEGIN

0770: FOR sin : 1 10 3 DO [calculate Jxx for sin 1,2,3!
0771: BEGIN

0772: XXint[simJ :0:
0773: FOR 1 : iTO 16 DO
0774: BEGIN

0775: XX[sim,lJ : SQR[Pend[sim,1]! + SQR(1-Pend[sin,i]);

0776: XXint[sim] : XXint[sim + XX[sim,i];
2777: END;

0778: Jxx [sin] : XXint[sim]/i6: Ifor all boil
0779: END:

0780: FOR 1 : 1 TO 16 DO [calculate Jxy for 1—2, 1—3, 2—3!

0781: BEGIN

0782: XY[l,lJ : Pend[1,l] ?end[2,l) + (1—Pend[l,lfl (l—Pend[2,lJ);

0703: XY[2,lJ : Pend[1,lJ Pend[3,iJ + [1—Pend[1,l3) {l—Pend[3,l])

0784: XY[3,13 : Pend[2,l) Pend[3,1) + (1—Pend[2,l]! (1—Pend[3,lJ!;

0785: END;

0786: FOR sin : iTO 3 DO
1707: BEGIN

0788: Xyint(simj 0:

0789: FOR 1 : 1 TO 16 DO

0790: XYint[sim) : XYint[sim[ + XY[sim,l[;
2791: Jxy[sim) : XYint[sim)/16; for all bocil
0792: END;

0793: I[l] : Jxy[1J/SQRT!Jxx[1j*Jxx[2));
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3794: Write'01—2) :',:[1:5:3, H testi
0795: 10 :xyf2j/SQRTexx:2:'z2n013j;
3796: Write. H2—3: :',I[2j:5:3, H test'
3797: ::; :: :xy3j/SQRTJrx[2J*J:[3j3:
3798: Writeln '02— ,3j :5:3?: testl
3799: END: c8 Distance:
380:

3332: PROCEDURE .kllOu:pu:MeaoSiie:boolean)

S I" 5 O e iN N 's st n geneti laentntl t fij
3834: as weil as one viabo.rty means ann st,neviaticnsj
3815:

3886: BEGIN

0837: IF MeanFile TBEN

0888: BEGIN

3839: Writelnoutfile)
:818: Wriceln(ouciile, ' gen. ZyooteV s infv Depinf s p80 pH'
3811: FOR gen,'r ITO 9 DO

3802: BEGIN

3813: XeanToStr(MeanStrJ

1814: WricelnHofie,Meens:r;
9815: END:

0816: gen 19:

0837: REPEAT

0818: MeanToStr(Meanltr
389: :triteIn:cutroe,MeanSor;:
3820: yen:: gen — 5:

9821: UNTIL gen ) generation:
3822: Write2n(outiJe
132:: Writelootfiie,'3st ',Gsc:E:4?: write cc ii1e
3824: Writeoucfiie.'::1—3) : 'lW :5:3,' H
3025: Write oucfiie, '00-.? : '1:21:5:3.'
3326: Sr Icoutiie,': 2—2: : .H
3321: END:

0810: END:

3:329:

0833: Noic ?roocnm x tztxzn xXtiXti*zt

1332: BEGIN

3823: FOR :c :z ITO3 DO
0831: BEGIN

Lpen:1!e:
0823 Saciomice:

032?: ::::cc:c5ie:xe.?i2e'
0940: 200 :: 1;

0111; WHILE 55c (r sioula:i;:: DO
1341: BEGIN

1345; lr'3cr:
0344: Iri:elo '1.

'

.:, ' 30NUlAO ,sio: :

1845: ::::Oetero::;:p,?cp,GeooFre3: Create

0341: ?cpCO";2ut ?c;,GaL:Frr;
0513; WHILE K ';aceratic: DO

BEGIN

evaluate
:35.:, END
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0855: I rite(#7[: DelayI4000I;I [Beep, wait 4 secl

0856: sim:: sim+1:

0857: END:

0858: CalcDepression(D,Dw)

0859: GeneDiffer(Pend,Gst):
0860: DistancelPend):
0861: AllOutput)MeanFile):
0862: Close loutfile)
0863: END:

0864: REPEAT UNTIL KeyPressed:

0865: END.

0866:

0867:

0868:

0869:

0870:



Appendix 2: Source code of computer programme Inbreed3..pas
(model 3 + 1).

0002: PROGRAM :nbreefl:

00! 04: Az z * A A* n * n A * * AU A A A A A A * * it A A A A LAx A AAA A * A A A A ALA A A A ALA A A A A

0305: This prccram sinulates the effects ci inbreeding and selection on
36: pcpuaticn—fitness. ;enccype—fre;uencies and popuiaticnsize A

:3:: s:a, ccc—sefic; pcpu:a;icts.
3336: There are 16 ucccuciaiicci. Eec: ccs tas :wc pcssie a:eias :

303?: aci A. The cci ocuvert viability.
:0::: The fitness ci at icdiviLai is ccc prciucc ci its fitness at

11: every locus. Mutations are allowed icr. The generations are A

3332: A seperaced. A

0312: A tilde-frequencies and selection may be modified in the program *

3014: A as well as the mean number ci seeds per parent. A

0015: A Population size varies over the generations depending on the A

3016: A v:acuuty tithe zygotes. A

3117: —Carclien de Kovel- *

2018: AAAAAA*AAAAAAAAAAAA**AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*AA*ALAAAAAAAAAAAALAAALAAAAAAAI

,i' q

3023: uses Crc:
3021:
i23: WEST

3023: seed 1.5: [mean number of seeds per plant!
1124: capacity 50: [carrying capacity of habitat!
2025: generation 50:

3126: simulaticc 5

3027: TanaFiie True: [data 1 simulation to file!
0028: MeanFile True: [write means to file ?I
3029: JepFile False: [write depression to slide ?}
0333: Filenamel:STRIHG 'iilei'
3031: Fieaane2:STRING file2':
3032:

0033: TYPE

3114: Hapiotype word:

1035: Oipitcype ARRAY [3. .1 OF Haplotype:

0036: FreqTable ARRAY [1.16, 0. .2] OF integer:
0037: Individual RECORD

0038: Genc : Diplotype:
3039: Viability: real:
0040: [

Fercilitv:raai:,
3041: END:

0042: Population ARRAY ]I..capacityj OF Individual:
2043: .kllelTable ARRAY (1. .16] OF single:
0044: Qkrray ARRAY [0. .10] OF single:
0045: Matrix ARRAY [1,16 0,2] OF single:
0040: str70 STRING[70]

0047: PTable ARRAY [i..simuiacion, 1. .16] OF single:
0048: Totkrray ARRAY [0. .generation, I. simulation] OF single:
0049: Mean.krray ARRAY [0, .geceracion[ OF single:
0051:

005l: VAR

0352: Act... is popsize, viabilccy etc. before selection!
0053: j,k,gen,sim,x integer:
3054: popsize :integer:
9055: 1 byte:
2050: Hetero, Gst real:
0057: Viabilicy[ Fertility :single:
0056: s,h,u single:
0059: Survive :bociean:
1360: Haplo :Haclotype:
0061: Oiplc :Dipiotype:
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0062: VMat Matrix
0063: GenoFreq,ActGenoFreq :FreqTable;
0064: mdi, parent :Individual;
0065: Pop, Pop2 ;Population;
0066: p0, Fst, pa, pa2 :AllelTable;
0067: Pend ;PTable; [mean pA in last generation!
0068: Datastr,Meanstr,DepStr :str78;
0069: PopStr :str70;
0070: Popviab,Actviab :TotArray;
0071: PopMean,ActMean :MeanArray;

0072: PopS,ActS,DS :Meankrray;

0073: Wtot,D,D :Meankrray;

0074: Q :QArray;

0075: outfile text;
0076: ActPopsize :integer;
0077: I :ARRAY[1. .3) OF single;
007 8:

0081: PROCEDURE WriteWord !i : Word; wstr ; STRING)

0082: [Write binary code of I
0083:

0084: BEGIN

0085: Write(str,'
0086: FOR j : 15 DOWNTO 000
0087: IF Oddiw HER j[ TEEN Write ['1
0088: ELSE write['O
0089: END; [of WriteWord!
0090:

0091:

0092: PROCEDURE OpenFile;

0093: [This procedure opens files for various simulations in Slide
0094: or TP, not both!!
0095:

0096: BEGIN

0097: IF DepFile AND MeanFile THEN Halt;
0098: IF x 1 THEN BEGIN

0099: Filename2 : C:\slide\carodata\vartest.dat';
0100: Filenamel : 'vartestidat':
0101: END;

0102: IF 2 THEN BEGIN

0103: Pilename2 : C:\slide\carodata\vartest2.dat';
0104: Filename! : 'vartest2,dat':
0105: END:

0106: IF x 3 THEN BEGIN

0107: Filename2 : 'C:\slide\carodata\'iartest3.dat';
0108: Filename! : 'vartest3.car';
0109: END:

0110: IF x 4 THEN BEGIN

0111: Filename2 :: C:\slide\carodata\vartestl.dat';
0112: Filename! : 'vartest4.car';
0113: END;

0114: IF x 5 THEN BEGIN

0115: Filename2 : 'C:\Slide\carodata\vartest5.dat';
0116: Filename! : 'vartest5.car';
0117: END;

0118: IF x 6 THEN BEGIN

0119: Filename2 : 'C:\slide\carodata\vartest6.dac':
0120: Filenamei : 'vartestG.car';
0121: END:

0122: IF : 7 THEN BEGIN
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9123: Silenace2 :: C:\slide\carodate\vercest7.dsn'
F::ename. :: vartes:7,car:

END:

IF 3 THEN BEGIN

Siie:ame :: 'C:\s:ice\carcoeta\vartesno.den:
Filename3 : va:test8,car'

END:

IF :: 3 THEN BEGIN

?iienamei:: ':: slile :arclacavar:esti.da:'
Silenemel :z 'varnes:9.:ar:

11:3: END:

3114: IF :: 16 THEN BEGIN

3135: Silenced :z ::s1iIa1ccrode:avarcesn8.dat'
9:36: Filename! :: 'var:esti.car

END:

3336: IF z :1 THEN BEGIN

1139: Filenenel :: 3:s1idecerodaca:test9.iet'
9141: Silenced :z test9.:er:
3141: END:

1142: IF x 12 THEN BEGIN

3113: Silenced :r 'C:\slile\carcdace\Hp2516.dcn'
3144: Filenamel :: 9p25_1i.car'
3115: END:

1146: IF JepFiIe Or Jatafi1e THEN Assignounfi1e,!i1ename2)
9147: IF MeanFile OR Tanafile THEN Assign loutfile,:lenaeel):
3113: 5ewrite1outfiie
3149: END:

3153: x&xxttp0p1eftnttnnx**tti

1153: PROCEDURE :ni:FreVAR p8:#.lieiTabiel
154: This pro:ei;re assions valces no the initiC elide—frequency p1

1155: :1 aiie:e a on avert locus 3.
3158:

9157: BEGIN

1158: FOR I : ITO :8 DO
3159: pQ[J : 3,1:
1183: For : 4 to 16 ho

3153: 3611. :: 1,5:
i: END: of n!c?req

3155: PROCEDURE In!:?:; VAR ?:p:3:;:a :6.:::
3166: This pr::eluce i:i:iaiizes a :;:1a:i:o , 3: heter:6:es toe genotype :6
336: each 6:16':!hoaI. The neon type ireq:e::ias will he aiouo iarhy-'6ainbe:c

31 : BEGIN

oops::o r

3133: FOR 3 : I TO porcice DO

WITH top.:. DO

3371: BEGIN

FOR :z 35 OOWNTO 3 00

BEGIN

IF ThE SilL

IF can!:: 1 y36—3, THEN en:. : Gencil. ' I SilL 1

3111: END:

3133: END:
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0184:

0185: PROCEDURE InitMatrix;
0186: [This procedure initializes a matrix [loci, genotype) of fitness—values.!
0187:

0188: BEGIN

0189: s : 04;
0190: h : 0.05;
0191: FOR 1:: 1 TO 16 DO

0192: BEGIN

0193: Vmat[l,0) : 0.95; VMat[1,1) : 1; VMat[l,21 ::0.95;
0194: END;

0195: 1 For 1 : 4 to 16 do
0196: begin

0197: Vmat[l,0J 1; VMat[1,1J : 1—h*s; VMat[l,2J ::1—s;
0198: end;!

0199: END; [of InitYMat!
0200:

0201:

0202:

0203: PROCEDURE ClearGenoFreg (VAR GenoFreq: FreqTable);

0204: (Clears table of genotypes for next generation.!
0205:

0206: BEGIN

0207: FORl:1TO16DO
0208: FORk:0TO2DO
0209: GenoFreq[l,kJ : 0;
0210: END; I of ClearGenoFreq[
0211:

0212:

0213: 1* * * * * * *

0214:

0215:

0216: PROCEDURE InitGeneration (VAR pO:AllelTable; VAR Pop:Fopulation;
0217: VAR GenoFreq:FreqTable);
0210: [This procedure initializes the first generation, calculates
0219: its viability/fertility and writes the genotypes to a table.!

0221: VAR

0222: Vint :real;
0223: 1 Fint :real;
0224: lgeno ARRAY [1. ,16J OF byte; [local genotype of individual!
0225:

0226: BEGIN

0227: InitPop!PopI;
8228: ClearGenoFreq(GenoFroq)

0229: FOR j : 1 TO popsize DO (calculate viability/fertility!
8230: BEGIN (of individual
2231: Vint :1;
0232: 1 Fint :1;
0233: FOR 1:: 15 DOWETO U DO

0234: BEGIN

0235: lgeno[16-lJ : C(Fop[jj.Geno[U} SHR 1) AND 1) + ((Pop[jJ.Geno(1J SHR 1) AND 1);
0236: hint : Vint VMat[l6—l,lgeno[16—l]]
2237:

1 Fint : Fint FMat[16—l,lgeno[16—lJJ

3238: 1nc GencFreq[16—l, lgeno[16—l]J I
:239: END:

Pop ./iu.oiicy :: t:, .nn..artioty :F1nc:
1241: END:

3242: END; of ioit2enerucionj
3243:



24536 5y:es Sei:e :335

2246:

2347: FU 51\ ::2e:er:Ge:ofreq: Ire;Teoe : reel:
5248: This function celcuietes roe :cec: :ro no p of eterizygnoes

per locus in tie present population.

:251: VAR

:25:: Sic: : integer:

:254: BEGIN

2256: FOR : :: ITO ISDO

:257: Hint :r His.: - enoire 2
1258: aicHetero :: Hint / i5popsize
3259: END: of CelcHetero

JZQs

2262: FUNCTION CaicPopviab(Pop : Population): real:
n:s connote: ceocuietes the ean viaClilty or the population,

e4
2265: VAR

3266: PopS : reel:
:257: j : :::ener:
3268:

2289: BEGIN

2272: Pop5 :t
1271: FOR : ITO popsize DO
3272: PopS :: PopS — PcpJ ,Siability:
1273: aicPoptieb :: ?opt/?cpsize:
8274: END: of CeIc?cpvinir

2276:

3273: PROCEDURE ?cpO:pu: ?op:?op:eroon: Tho5re:SrezTei2e
22"?: 3u:pu: cc screen icr gocerotict I.

3281: BEGIN

1293: :$con:: eoeret:c: cc:::
:283: Sri:ec:
2211: ?op7:eocen.c:nj H

I ,

:2:5: niHlo 5 :rsoc .popsizo

r::en P. :n ::oc_::p ?op7o 'ccc
core_n :reo:e::y oe:000uylooes

2261: FOR I :: TO 11 00

2262: BEGIN

1234: II z?r :oosire THEN

ELSE

:265: IF 3ecoPoe:2I popnice: THEN

Price - ELSE s fixeS : —

129?: END:

2:::: END:

ILl: PROCEDURE ?:;L:o 7or,6:_Lof::
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GOTOXY(1,2)

Writeln( 'Generation ,gen]

Writeln('ActPopsize ',actpopsize,' ');
Writein ('Popsize ', popsize,' ');
Popviab[gen,sim) : CalcPopViab(Pop)
Hetero : CalcHetero(GenoFreq];
Writein (Zygote viability ',ActViab[gen,siml:5:3);
Writeln (Population viability ',PopViab[gen,simJ:5:3);
Writelo ('Frequency heterozygotes ',Hetero:5:3(;
FOR 1 : iTO 16 DO
BEGIN

IF (GenoFreq[l,0] popsize)

WriteV- '( ELSE

IF (GenoFreq[l,2J popsize] TEEN

Write('+ '(ELSE
Write('O

0329:

0330:

0331:

PROCEDURE ChooseParent (Pop:population;VAR Parent:Individual);
(This procedure draws one random individual to serve as parent.]

BEGIN

rand : random (popsize) + 1;

Parent : Popirand);
END: (of ChooseParent(

PROCEDURE ExtractHaplotype (Diplo: Diplotype; VAR Haplo: Haplotype);
This procedure extracts a random haplotype (of sixteen loci]
from the genotype of one parent]

rand: Word;

BEGIN

rand: random65535(;
Hap1o: (rand AND Dipio[3)) OR ((65535—rand) AND Diplo[iJ(;

END: (of ExtractHaplotypei

PROCEDURE Mutation(VAR Haplo:Haplotype(

This procedure allows for mutation from A to a with

VAR

0306:

0307: BEGIN

0308:

0309:

0310:

0311:

0312:

0313:

0314:

0315:

0316:

0317:

0318:

0319:

0320:

0321:

0322:

0323:

(check fixation]

TEEN

0324:

0325:

0326:

0327:

0328:

END;

Writein;
END; (of Popoutput(

A fixed : —(

(a fixed :

VAR

rand : integer:

0332:

0333:

0334:

0335:

0336:

0337:

3338:

0339:

0340:

0341:

0342:

0343:

0344:

0345:

0346:

0347:

0348: VAR

0349:

0350:

0351:

0352:

0353:

0354:

0355:

0356:

0357:

0358:

3359:

'3368

3361:

3362:

'3363:

3364:

'3365:

3366:

:;crd:
rand :ubie:
icc :or:
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0367: BEGIN

0368: rand :: random;
0369: IF rand 25—4 THEN mutation 0!
0370: BEGIN

0371: bc :: random(16) [where ?j

0372: IF NOT(odd!Hapbo SUR bc)! TREK [Allele is A ?I
0373: BEGIN

0374: Mask :: 1 SHL bc;
0375: Hapbo :: Haplo OR Mask; 0 becomes 1, i.e. A becomes a!
0376: END;

0377: END;

0378: END; [of Mutation!
0379:

0380: [ * * * * * * * *

0381:

0382: PROCEDURE Constructzygote[VAR Indi:Individual; ParentPop:Population)
0383: [This procedure constructs the genotype of a ne individual (zygote).)
0384:

0385: BEGIN

0386: ChooseParent(FarentPop,Parent)

0387: ExtractHaplotype(Parent.Geno,Haplo!
0388: Mutation(Hapbo)

0389: Indi.Geno[0J : Haplo;
0398: ChooseParent(ParentPop,Parent)

0391: ExtractHaplotype[Parent.Geno,Haplo)
0392: Mutation(Haplo)

0393: Indi.Geno[1) : Haplo;
0394: END; [of Constructzygote)
0395:

0396:

0397: PROCEDURE Evaluate I VAR Indi:Individual; VAR survive : boolean);

0398: [This procedure calculates viability/fertility of an individual
0399: and tests its survival. Then its genotype is written to the
0400: genotype—table. It also keeps record of those that don't survive.!
0401:

0402: VAR

0483: Vint :real;
0404: 1 Fint :real; I

0405: Igeno :ARRAY [1. .161 OF byte; [local genotype of individual!
0406:

0407: BEGIN

0408: Vint :1;
0409: 1 Fint :l; I

0410: FOR l: 15 DOWNTO 0 DO

0411: BEGIN

0412: lgeno[16—lJ : Nlndi.Geno[0J SHR blAND 1) !!Indi,Geno[lJ ERR 1) AND 1);

0413: Vint Vint VMat[16—l,lgeno[16—l]);

0414: Fint : Fint * FMat[16—l,lgeno[16—1}J;!

0415: Inc!ActGenoFreq[16—l, lgeno[16—l}]!;
0416: END:

0417: Indi.Viability : Vint; !Indi.Fertility :Fint;!
0418: Inc)actPopsize!
0419: IF random ( Vint TREK survive:zTrue [survives?, random is!
0420: ELSE survive:False; [bad luck number!

0421: IF survive THEN

0422: BEGIN

0423: FOR l:z15 DOWNTO I DO Inc!GenoFreq16-l, lgeno[16-l]JI;
0424: END;

'3425: END: of Evaluate!
3426:

0427: i * * * * * *
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0428:

0429: PROCEDURE CalcQ(VAR u:single;VAR Q:Qarray);

0430: [This procedure calculates a cumulative probability according to
0431: Poisson distribution, It is used to determine the number of
0432: seeds fallen in a certain site.)
0433:

0434: BEGIN

0435: u :: seed*popsize/capacity; [mean number of seeds per plot!
0436: Q[0J :: exp(—u);
0437: FOR j : 1 TO 9 DO Q[jJ : u*Q[j_1J/j;
0438: FORj := 1TO9DO Q[jJ :Q[j—1] +Q[jJ;
0439: Q[10] : 1;
0440: END;

0441:

0442:

0443: PROCEDURE MextGeneration(VAR Genofreq:FreqTable;VAR Pop2:Population)

0444: [This procedure constructs the next generation by constructing
0445: new zygotes and testing their survival!
0446:

0447: VAR

0448: i,n : integer;
0449: rand : single;
0450:

0451: BEGIN

0452: ClearGenoFreq(GenoFreq)

0453: ClearGenoFreq)ActGenoFreq)

0454: ActPopsize : 0;
0455: CalcQ)u,Q);

0456: ActViab[gen,simj : 0; n:0; )n individual number)
0457: FOR k : 1 TO capacity DO [For each site do!
0458: BEGIN

0459: i : 0;
0460: survive : false;
0461: rand : random; [how many seeds in this site?!
0462: WHILE (rand ) Q[iJ) AND (survive false) DO
0463: BEGIN [as long as seeds left, try again!
0464: Inc)i); (until zygote survives!
0465: Constructlygote(Indi,Pop)
0466: Evaluate(Indi,survive); (survive ?)
0467: ctViab[gen,simJ : ActViab[gen,simj + Indiviability;
0458: IF survive THEN
0469: BEGIN

0470: Inc In);
0471: Pop2[n : mdi;
0472: END;

0473: END;

0474: END;

0475: Popsize ; a: (size at next generationi
0476; IF popsize 0 THEN

0477: BEGIN

0478: rite1nU#7,)
0479: 'extinction in generation ',gen):
0480: IF Meanfile THEN

0481: writeln(outfile,extinction in generation ',gen);
0482: END;

0483: END;

0484:

0485:

0486:

0487:

0488:
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0489: PROCEDURE InputToFile(NeanFile:boolean);

0490: (This procedure writes the input values to the file.)
0491:

0492: VAR

0493: 1: integer;
0494:

0495: BEGIN

0496: IF MeanPile OR Datafile THEN

0497: BEGIN

0498: rite1n(outfile,Fi1ename1)
0499: riteln)outfile);
0500: Vriteln(outfile,'number of seeds: ,seed:4:2);
0501: riteln(outfile);
0502: rite1n(outfile.'p0 fitness matrix);
0503: FOR I : iTO 16 DO
0504: Writeln)outtile,pO[lj:d:3,' ,VMat[l,OJ:4:3,I ',VMat[l,fl:1:3' ',Vmat{1,2]:4:3);
0505: rite1n(outfi1e);
0506: writeln(outfile,'gen size zygote adult);
0507: END;

0508: END; (of InputToFile)
0509:

0510:

0511:

0512: PROCEDURE MeanToStr (VAR MeanStr:str7O);

0513: [This procedure writes the viability—means to a string
0514: for storing in file.)
0515:

0516: VAR

0517: stO ,StGen :STRING[3J;

0518: stZMean,stPMean,stlnf,stD,stDS :STRING[61

0519: stZS,stPS :STRING[6];

0520:

0521: BEGIN

0522: stO::

0523: Str(Gen:3,StGen);
0524: Str(ActMean[genj :6:3,StZMean) ; Str(ActS[genj :6:3,stZS)

0525: Str(PopMean[genJ :6:3,stPMean) Str(PopS[gen] :6:3,stPS)

0526: Str)tot[gen):6:3stInf);
0527: Str)D[gen] :6:3,stD) Str)DS[gen) :6:3stDS)

0528: MeanStr : Concat )StGen,st0,stZMean,st0,stZS,st0,stPMean,st0,stP,
3529: stO,stlnf,stO,stD,stO,StDS)
3530: END; (of MeanloStri
0531:

0532:

3533: PROCEDURE DepToStr VAR Depstr:str70)

0534: (This procedure writes the depression to a string.)
0535:

3536: VAR

0537: stO ,stGen :STRING[3]

0538: stDep,stDS :STRING[6J;

3539:

3543: BEGIN

3541: stO :
0542: Str(Gen:3,stGen);
3543: Str(D[gen(:6:3stDep); )lopend gem, Dw

0544: Str(DS[genj ::3stDS)
3545: DepStr: concsc)stGen,stO,stDep,st0stDS);
0516: END;

3547;

3548:

8549:
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0550: PROCEDURE DataTostr(GenoFreq:FreqTable; Pop:population;

0551: VAR DataStr:str70):
0552: IThis procedure writes data of one simulation to a string
0553: for storing in file.I
6554:

0555: VAR

0556: stl ,StGen :STRING[3j

0557: stlViab,stPViab :STRING[6]

0558: stsize :STRING[3];

0559:

0560: BEGIN

0561: st0:'
0562: Str(Gen:3,StGen);
0563: Str(Popsize:3,stsize);
0564: Str(Actviab[gen,simj :6:3,StzViab)
0565: Str(Popviablgen,sim]:6:3,stPviab);
0566: DataStr : Concat (StGen,stQ,stsize,st0,stZviab,stl,stPViab);
0567: END; [of DataToStri
0568:

0569:

0570: PROCEDURE WriteToFile(Datafile:boolean)

0571: [This procedure writes data of a single simulation to a file.I
0572:

0573: BEGIN

0574: IF Datafile THEN
0575: BEGIN

0576: Datalostr(GenoFreq,pop,datastr)
0577: writein(outfile,datastr);
0578: END;

0579: END;

0580:

0581:

0582:

0583:

0584: PROCEDURE OneGenerationiVhR Pop,Pop2: Population; VAR GenoFreq: FreqTable);

0585: [This procedure calculates the data of the present generation,
0586: creates the next generation and replaces the present population
0587: by the neztj
058 8:

0589: BEGIN

0590: extGeneration (GenoFreq,Pop2[
0591: Pop:: Pop2; !repiace old by new generationi
0592: IF popsize >0 THEN
0593: BEGIN

0594: .kctViab[gen,simJ :: Accviab[gen,sim]/ActPopsize:
0595: Popviab[gen,simj ;: CalcPopViab(Pop)

0596: Hetero :: Caldlletero(GenoFreq);
0597: PopoutPut(Pop,ActGenoFreq,GenoFreq)

0598: WriteToFile(datafile);
0599: END;

0600: END: [of OneGeneration[
0601:

0602:

0603:

0604:

0605:

0606: PROCEDURE Infinite(VMat:Matrix: VAR tot:Meanrray);
0607: [This procedure calculates the viability of an infinite population
0608: for the same selection and initial frequencies as Pop.i
0609:

0610: VAR
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0611: int :real;
0612: :ARRAY EL .16) OF single;

0613:

0614: BEGIN

0615: rnitFreq(pa2);
0616: FOR gen : 0 TO generation DO
0617: BEGIN

0618: int : 1;
0619: FOR 1 1 TO 16 DO

0620: BEGIN

0621: pa[lJ pa2{l);
0622: (l) :: (SQR(1—pa[1)) * VMat[l,0]) + (2 pa[1J * (1—pa[l)) * VMat[1,1J}

0623: + (SQR(pa[l]) * VMat(l,21J;
0624: Wint : Wint
0625: pa2(l1 : pa[lJ * (pall) * VMat(l,2) + (1—pa[1J) VMat[l,1DIW[1J;
0626: END;

0627: Wtot[genj : Wint;
0628: END;

0629: END; of Infinite(
0630:

0631: (******************Qver l1*******************)
0632:

0633:

0634: PROCEDURE CalcMean(Viab:TotArray; VAR Mean,S:MeanArray(;

0635: (This procedure calculates the arithmic mean and standard deviation
0636: of a given parameter over the simulations,I
0637:

0638: VAR

0639: Int,Varint : real;
0640: simu : integer;
0641:

0642: BEGIN

0643: FOR gen : I TO generation DO
0644: BEGIN

0645: mt :: 0;

0646: Varint : 0;
0647: FOR simu : iTO simulation DO [meani

0648: mt : mt + Viab[gen,simu];

0649: ean[gen] :: mt / simulation;
0653: FOR simu : 1 TO simulation DO [st.deviation(
3650: :ri: ;= Jarint + SQR(Viab[gen,simu] - Meanigen]);

3652: Sen : SC nrintsin'tic:
0653: END:

0iE: END: 6 CeO cean

055': PROCEDURE i:::
0456: This :Cs e.i scandari Sn atii
3659: two viahhi'nasres ciniility cC cc cC!.ice çcpuiaicn
3660: and sends chem to iSle,

3662: IRGIN

3663: Cajc3eec?ccti,?sn,?ci
0664: CalcMeancciab,3::7encOccS,
0665: Infinite(VMat,6t•ot
0566: END: [of .MeanAl1

0565 .tROCEDURE :3rssinn[VAR D,Dw:MeanArray):
0670: (This procedure calculates CcciCty of the finite population
0671: Pop) relative to the infinite population.)
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0672:

0673: VAR

0674: a,b,c :integer;
0675: Dint :real;
0676: Dt :ARRAY [9, ,generationj OF real;
0677:

0678: BEGIN

0679: MeanAll;

0680: FOR gen : 0 TO generation DO
0681: BEGIN

0682: D[genj :: 1 — ActMean[genj/Wtot[gen];
0683: DS[genj : ActS[gen]/tot[gen);
0684: END;

068 5:

0686: ( If Depfile then
0687: begin

8688: Dint := 0; [walking mean over 10 generations!
0689: FOR a : 5 TO 14 DO [starting at generation 5!
0690: Dint : Dint + D[a);
0691: Dt[14} : Dint;
0692: FOR b : 14 TO (generation—i! DO
0693: Dt(b+1) : Dt[b] + D[b+1J — D[b—9];

0694: FOR c :: 0 TO 14 DO

0695: Dw[c) : Dt[14)/10;
0696: FOR c : 15 TO generation DO

0697: Dw[c] :: Dt[c]/10;
0698: END;*)

0699:

0700: FOR gen : 0 70 generation DO [write to file!
0701: BEGIN

0702: IF DepFile THEN

0703: BEGIN

0704: DepToStr(DepStr)

0705: ritein(outfile, Depstr(;
0706: END;

0787: END;

0708: END; [of CalcDepression!
0709:

0710:

0711: PROCEDURE EndFix (GenFreq:FreqTable);

8712: (This procedure writes fixations in last generation to file.!
0713:

0714: BEGIN

0715: IF MeanFile TREE

0716: BEGIN

0717: Orite(outfiie, simulation ,sim,
0718: FOR 1 : 1 TO 16 DO (check fixation!
0719: BEGIN

0720: IF (GenoFreq[1,01 popsize( THEN

8721: rice(outfile _
(ELSE (A fixed : —I

0722: IF (GenoFreq[l,2] popsize) THEN

0723: rite(outfi1e,'+ '! ELSE (a fixed : +!

0724: rite(outfile, 0

0725: END:

0726: ritein(outfile):
0727: END:

0728: END; lof EndFixj

0729:

0730:

0731: (A A A A A A A AcompareA * A A A A A A

0732:
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0733:

0734: PROCEDURE AllOutput(MeanFile:boolean)

0735: [This procedure viability means and st,deviations to a file.)
0736:

0737: BEGIN

0738: IF MeanFile THEN

0739: BEGIN

0740: Writeln)outfile);
0741: riteln)outfile,' gen. Zygotev s adultV s infV Depinf s');
0742: FOR gen : 0 TO 9 DO
0743: BEGIN

0744: MeanToStr(MeanStr);

0745: riteln)outfi1e,NeanStr);
0746: END;

0747: gen : 10;
0748: REPEAT

0749: MeanloStr(MeanStr)

0750: riteln(outfile,MeanStr);
0751: gen: gen + 5;

0752: UNTIL gen generation;
0753: END;

0754: END;

0755:

0756: [********************k****** Main Program **U******k*****U**t*******U)
0757:

0758: BEGIN

0759: FORx::1TO1DO
0760: BEGIN

0761: OpenFile;

0762: Randomize;

0763: InitFreq[p0);
8764: InitvMatrix;
8765: InputloFile)MeanFile);
0766: sin : 1;
0767: WHILE sin ( simulation DO
0768: BEGIN

0769: ClrScr;
0770: rite1n) 'SIMULATION ,sin)
0771: Initoeneration[pO,Pop,GenoFreq); [Create generation 0)
0772: gen : 0;
0773: PopOOutPut(Pop,&enoFreq)

0774: WHILE (gen <generation) AND (popsize)0) DO

0775: BEGIN

0776: gen : gen + 1; [replace population)
8777: OneGeneration[Pop,Pop2,GenoFreq); [and evaluate

8778: END;

0779: IF (popsize0) AND(gen<generation) THEN

0780: REPEAT

0781: gen : gen + 1;

0782: ActViab[gen,simJ : 0; [extinct populations have)
0783: Popviab[gen,sim] : 8; [fitness 0)

0784: UNTIL gen generation;
0785: EndFix(GenoFreq);

3786: Delay(l000); [wait 1 sec)

8787: sim: sim+1:
0788: END;

8789: CalcDepression[D,Dw)

0790: AliOutput)MeanFile[
8791: Close(outfile);
0792: END:

8793: REPEAT UNTIL KeyPressed;
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0794: END.

0795:

0796: (

0797:

0798:

0799:


